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Summary 

This thesis describes the phenomenon of elder abuse and neglect in the institutional context 

from the perspective of nursing home leaders. Elder abuse and neglect in nursing homes is a 

complex multifactorial problem and entails various associations across personal, social, and 

organizational factors. One -way leaders can prevent abuse and neglect and promote quality 

and safety for residents is to follow up on any problems that may arise in clinical practice in a 

way that facilitates staff learning. How nursing home leaders follow up and what they follow 

up on might reflect their perceptions of abuse, its causal factors, and the prevention strategies 

used in the nursing home. At the same time, descriptions, perceptions, and understandings 

around the concept of elder abuse and neglect in nursing homes vary in different jurisdictions 

as well as among healthcare staff, researchers, family members, and residents themselves. 

Different understandings of what constitutes abuse and neglect and its severity complicate 

identification, reporting, and managing the problem. 

 

To address the knowledge gap outlined above, the aim of this thesis is to explore the role of 

leadership in patient safety concern related to elder abuse and neglect. Knowledge about 

nursing hom rs to 

reporting elder abuse and neglect, and how the leaders follow up on reports and information 

are essential because their understanding of the phenomenon will influence what they signal 

to staff as important to report and what they investigate to create a safe and healthy 

environment for both residents and staff. The specific objectives were to explore:  

 How nursing home leaders perceive elder abuse and neglect; 

 What nursing home leaders experience as barriers and enablers to reporting elder 

abuse and neglect; and 

 How nursing home leaders follow up on information and reports of elder abuse and 

neglect.  

 

The research method and design were qualitative and explorative, including both focus group 

interviews with care managers and individual interviews with nursing home directors. A total 

of 43 participants from six different municipalities and 21 nursing homes were included.  



A core finding was a lack of awareness about the concept of elder abuse and neglect. 

Keywords from the categorization of abuse helped the participants to reflect upon the topic 

and revealed

. 

The 

.  

 

The nursing home leaders in our study experienced difficulties obtaining information related 

to abuse and neglect within the nursing homes because of structural factors related to the 

organization, cultural factors, and abuse severity factors. Because of difficulties obtaining 

information from the formal reporting system, nursing home leaders have to adjust and find 

other ways to obtain information such as reading the nursing notes in the electronic patient 

record system and using an informal reporting system, including information provided 

verbally by staff and through observation. Nursing home directors expressed a more positive 

view of the usefulness of the formal reporting system than care managers did. Generally, the 

follow-up on reports and various information leaders receive is linked to the belief that 

patient safety can be improved  

 

Our findings revealed that nursing home directors and care managers differ in their beliefs 

about the root causes of elder abuse. A felt powerless within the leaders in terms of being 

able to follow up on all levels, and a lack of evaluation tools was seen as a barrier to 

could be seen in their reliance on a linear 

personal approach rather than a system approach when they followed up on abuse and neglect 

within the nursing home context.  
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1.0 Introduction 
 

Abuse and neglect imply violations of human rights, dignity, and well-being of the elderly and 

have consequences such as reduced quality of life, psychological and physical harm, loss of 

assets, and increased morbidity and mortality (1). Elder abuse occurs in both domestic 

settings and in institutions such as nursing homes (2, 3). Although there is no consensus on 

the definition of elder abuse, the most commonly used description comes from the World 

Health Organization (WHO), which describes elder abuse as: a single or repeated act, or 

lack of appropriate action, occurring in any relationship where there is an expectation of trust 

which causes harm or distress to an older person  [(4) p.3]. Five subtypes of abuse are 

generally recognized: physical, psychological, financial, sexual, and neglect (5). The type of 

abuse is further categorized according to the relationship between the key stakeholders, and in 

nursing homes, it is often divided into staff-to-resident abuse (3, 6), family-to-resident abuse 

(7), and resident-to-resident aggression (8, 9). However, operational definitions and 

understandings of what elder abuse is vary in different cultures, jurisdictions, and among 

healthcare staff, researchers, family members, and residents themselves (3, 10-14). Different 

understandings of what constitutes abuse and its levels of severity complicate detecting, 

reporting, and managing the problem. Moreover, previous research on elder abuse in nursing 

homes has not examined the phenomenon from the perspective of nursing home leaders 

 

Globally it is estimated that one in ten older people experience abuse every month (15, 16), 

and the rates may be higher for those living in institutional settings. Research and anecdotal 

evidence has suggested that elder abuse occurs in every country where nursing home exist 

(3). In Norway, a survey of nursing home staff found that 60.3% of the staff had exposed a 

resident to one or more incidents of abuse in the past year (6). The majority of staff reported 

that they had never committed financial or sexual abuse against a resident. Physical abuse 

was reported by 9.6%, and psychological abuse and neglect had the highest prevalence, with 

40.5% and 46.9% respectively (6). Living in a nursing home may also mean sharing room 

and space with co-residents, and recent literature has identified resident-to-resident aggression 

as a common form of abuse in nursing homes (8, 9, 17). Lachs and colleagues revealed that 

407 of 2,011 residents from ten facilities had experienced at least one resident-to-resident 



incident of aggression over a one-month observation period, with a prevalence of 20.2% and 

the most common form being verbal aggression (8) 

 

The majority of research on elder abuse has been conducted in domestic settings, while 

research on elder abuse in institutions is still in its infancy (16, 18). The institutional context 

differs from the domestic setting because nursing homes are complex social systems 

comprised of different stakeholders including staff, leaders, residents, and relatives in 

constantly shifting interactions (19, 20). One of the major difficulties related to detecting, 

reporting, and managing abuse within nursing homes is the range of opinions about what 

constitutes abuse and its severity (10, 21-23). Within nursing homes, elder abuse has been 

conceptualized as a specific form of institutional abuse (24), and nursing homes may be seen 

as settings in which abuse and neglect occur (7) since rules and regulations in institutions can 

themselves be considered abusive, e.g., deciding when residents will sleep, eat, and bathe; the 

potential use of restraints; and requirements around sharing living space with other residents. 

In addition, the relationship between staff and residents is characterized by differences in 

power, and the resident is often dependent on staff to fulfil most of his/her basic needs (25, 

26). Determinants related to abuse within institutions are also complex and multifactorial, 

entailing various associations between personal, social, and organizational factors in addition to 

factors within the wider society (11, 27). This means that the risks of staff-to-resident abuse and 

resident-to-resident aggression extend beyond the traits and circumstances of the older adults 

and the staff who abuse or neglect them as well as the aggressive resident who harms them 

(27).  

 

To prevent abuse and promote safety and quality, nursing home leaders need comprehensive 

information about the care and service provided and any problems that may arise in clinical 

practice. One way of obtaining this information is through formal reporting systems. The 

development and utilization of reporting systems in healthcare services are fundamental 

strategies to reduce preventable harm to patients and improve quality and safety (28-30). The 

goal of using a reporting system is to identify patient risk situations and learn from incidents, 

thereby improving patient safety (31). However, a significant barrier to improving patient 

safety and increasing the quality of care is underreporting (28, 29). The underreporting of 



elder abuse is estimated to be as high as 80% (32), and there is a need to understand factors 

that influence whether or not the staff communicate incidents (33-35). Underreporting of 

abuse has been found to be related to lack of staff knowledge, a lack of reflection on their 

practices, or fear of punishment (33, 35, 36). Other studies have also highlighted attitudes, 

fear of consequences, and a lack of responses and feedback from leaders as factors affecting 

the reporting of abuse (34, 37). However, none of these studies has sought to understand the 

phenomenon from the perspective of nursing home leaders. 

 

Prevention of harm is a core principle in all healthcare services and a responsibility of 

leadership (38-40). Nursing home leaders are legally and morally responsible for ensuring 

that required quality and safety standards are met (29, 30, 38). Effective leadership plays a 

(41, 42) and creating a 

strong safety culture of respect, dignity, and quality (30, 38, 39, 43). However, despite the 

vast body of knowledge that exists about the importance of leadership, nursing home research 

has, to date, paid scant attention to the role that leaders play regarding identifying, reporting, 

managing, and preventing elder abuse. Consequently, there is a gap in the knowledge when it 

comes to the role of leadership in patient safety matters related to elder abuse and neglect. 

s of elder abuse, their experiences related 

to barriers and enablers to reporting, and how they follow up on reports and information is 

essential s of this phenomenon will influence what they signal to staff 

as important to report and what they investigate in order to create a safe and healthy 

environment for both residents and staff. In order to develop future intervention strategies for 

improving quality of care and patient safety and to prevent elder abuse, we need knowledge 

related to the phenomenon from the perspectives of nursing home leaders. This thesis aims to 

explore these perspectives. 

 

 

 

 

  



 



2.0 Background 

2.1 Norwegian nursing homes 

Approximately 40,000 residents live in nursing homes in Norway, representing 12.9% of the 

population over 80  mean age is 85 years (44). Most of these residents 

have several chronic diseases that require continuous care and often many, if not most, are 

dependent on staff for assistance in activities of daily living (45, 46). Approximately 84% of 

nursing home residents have dementia (47), and 75% of these residents have clinically 

significant neuropsychiatric symptoms including agitation, aggression, anxiety, depression, 

psychosis, and apathy (45).  

 

Most of the nursing homes in Norway are run by the municipalities and financed by taxes and 

service user fees. Residents pay an annua

pension. In addition, residents may pay an additional fee if they have income from their 

assets but with an upper limit determined by the government. However, the payment cannot 

exceed the actual expenses of the institutional stay (48). These charges cover all medical 

personal consumption, and expenses for social activities are not covered by the payment. 

Nursing homes are organized into different wards depending on the types of services they are 

expected to offer residents. The main types of wards are a special care ward for people with 

dementia and a regular ward for those with severe physical disorders, although most of the 

residents in these wards also have dementia. There are also wards for short-term 

rehabilitation, respite care, and palliative care. In addition, wards for short-term stays for 

assessment and evaluation of both physical and mental disorders to determine the level of 

future care requirements are available (49).  

 

Norwegian nursing homes must follow national specific regulations from the Ministry of 

(49, 50). Among 

other concerns, the national regulations state that each nursing home is required to have an 

administrative manager, known as the nursing home director. Some nursing home directors 

lead more than one facility. Each nursing home has ward leaders and quality leaders, and in 

some municipalities, a service leader. Together, individuals in these roles form the leadership 



team in each nursing home (49) and are the leadership level in closest proximity to staff and 

resident. Nursing homes are also required to have a physician and adequate staffing; most 

nursing home physicians are general practitioners in part-time positions. Related to staffing, 

statistics have indicated that approximately 30% of staff in community elderly care in 

Norway are assistants with no formal healthcare training, and 60% are assistant nurses with a 

degree from upper secondary school (51). Moreover, a survey of nurses in Norwegian 

nursing homes found significant variations among nursing homes in regard to the numbers of 

registered nurses (RNs), nurse assistants (NAs), and staff with no formal education in relation 

to number of residents (52). Deviations from planned staffing are mainly related to staff on 

sick leave (52).  

 

The provision of care in Norwegian nursing homes is delivered under the National 

Regulation of Quality of Care (50), which, among other matters, aims to ensure that 

(50). 

psychological, and physical needs; preserving their dignity, autonomy, and self-respect; and 

promoting their choices in everyday life. Management of care in Norwegian nursing homes is 

(53). The 

detects situations and factors that may cause harm to residents and staff (53).  

 

The quality of care in Norwegian nursing homes has been assessed by studies integrating 

(30, 54-57). Findings from these studies reveal that quality of care in nursing homes 

encompasses different areas, such as the living conditions, the nursing staff, the direct 

nursing care, and the social environment, in addition to external factors like national policy, 

laws and regulations, management of the organization, and the physical building (54). This 

demonstrates that measuring and defining quality of care is multifactorial and complex. A 

cross-sectional study in Norway measuring quality of care from the perspective of staff 

(58). 



leisure activities, such as going outside or for a walk, were often neglected. A high staff-to-

resident ratio was strongly associated with better quality of care (58). In addition, person-

centered care (PCC) is pointed out as the main framework for good quality of care in 

nursing homes both nationally and internationally (59, 60). In Norway, a cross-sectional 

study measured the association between PCC and organizational and ward characteristics in 

nursing homes (61). The study showed that a high level of PCC was associated with greater 

job satisfaction among staff and empowering leadership behavior. 

 

The Ministry of Health and Care Services in Norway has indicated that municipal health 

leadership today does not meet the expected standards (62). The Norwegian Board of Health 

has repeatedly found that quality control in healthcare services is poor and that quality and 

safety are low priorities for management (62). Furthermore, it has found that the density of 

leaders is low and that management skills are lacking (63). Recently, governmental 

strategies to improve safety have been launched, such as the Patient Safety Program and a 

system for monitoring health services using quality indicators (64). At the same time, a 

report from the Office of the Auditor General in 2019 pointed out that the quality of care 

and patient safety in community elder care is low and that many municipalities fail to use 

the measures from the Patient Safety Program to ensure patient safety (65). 

 

2.1.2 Reporting system in Norway 

Health personnel have a moral and legal responsibility 

including the prevention of elder abuse (66). The responsibility of health personnel to report 

adverse events is formally regulated in the 

vide information to the supervision 

(67). There are no instructions for 

how health personnel should notify the supervisory authorities, but since nursing homes in 

Norway have no external reporting system that is directly connected to such authorities, 

notification must be made by phone, mail, or email. In addition, each municipality and 

nursing home is required to have an internal quality and safety system, and health personnel 

are encouraged to first notify internally to the nursing home leaders before notifying the 

supervisory authorities (53). The national regulation of management and quality 



improvement in healthcare services aims to ensure that there is a system in place in each 

nursing home to monitor the overall quality and safety of care, and that leaders follow up and 

use information from reports for learning and improving quality (53). This regulation 

responsibilities to establish a culture of openness where events are 

reported, openly discussed, and analyzed. The follow-up for incidents involves analyzing the 

causes and implementing preventive measures designed to ensure that incidents do not recur. 

Any follow-up should also include an evaluation of the measures taken in response to an 

incident (53). However, a survey of nurses in Norway found that 76% had reported adverse 

events from one to five times in the previous years, but few nurses had experienced a positive 

outcome from such reporting (68). 

 

identifying the responsibilities of municipalities to detect and prevent violence and abuse -

3a) (69). However, there is currently no taxonomy or list of incidents related to abuse and 

neglect in the reporting system. Abuse and neglect could be classified within the category 

situations where the outcome for the resident is harmful or potentially harmful and caused by 

intentional or unintentional abuse. This term also includes failure to deliver needed care, 

defined as the omission or neglect of delivering any aspect of required resident care.  

 

2.2 Elder abuse and neglect 

This thesis focuses on the role of leadership in patient safety issues related to elder abuse and 

neglect. This section will provide an overview of descriptions and perceptions of elder abuse, 

including forms and type of abuse, its prevalence, and its consequences. Determinants of 

elder abuse in nursing homes will then be presented in this section and more broadly in 

subsequent sections.  

 

2.2.1 Description, perceptions and categorization of elder abuse and neglect 

Elder abuse has profound and pervasive consequences. At an individual level, the person who 

are exposed to abuse or neglect may experience quality of life concerns, such as physical 

trauma, reduced self-worth, and both psychological and physical harm (1).  



The term elder abuse emerged as a social problem in 1975 when the first studies of this 

(70, 

71). At that time, abuse was viewed as a social welfare and family matter and defined mostly 

as the physical assault of older women (72). In the 1980s, greater interest was directed to the 

problem, and today it is viewed as a public health concern (72, 73). As interest in elder abuse 

increased, discussions related to definitions, methods, and theories were raised, and several 

definitions of elder abuse have been developed over time. However, there is still no 

agreement on how to describe the phenomenon (73). Mysyuk et al. (72) reviewed elder abuse 

definitions throughout history and found that definitions have changed and evolved 

considerably since 1970 from the terms granny battering or granny bashing to the terms elder 

mistreatment, inadequate care, and elder abuse. Goergen and Beaulieu (23) conducted a 

critical analysis of the contemporary literature in the field of elder abuse. They pointed out 

that the difficulty of defining elder abuse has resulted from a lack of conceptual development 

in the area. They further noted that there is a lack of clarity in the terms and concepts related 

to elder abuse, such as trust, vulnerability, harm, context, and the relation between abuse and 

neglect (23). Part of the difficulties in describing this phenomenon is related to the fact that 

abuse is perceived differently within different settings and cultures, and among researchers, 

healthcare workers, relatives, and the older persons themselves (23, 74, 75) 

 

The most frequently cited and used definition of elder abuse within the literature was coined 

by the British organization Action on Elder Abuse in 1995 and later modified by the World 

Health Organization in 2002 in the Toronto declaration. Here, elder abuse is 

single or repeated act or lack of appropriate action occurring within any relationship where 

[(4)p3]. 

Another definition comes from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), which 

a relationship involving an expectation of trust that causes or creates a risk of harm to an 

[(76) p 23]. The US National Research Council Panel uses the term elder 

mistreatment 

harm (whether or not harm is intended) to a vulnerable elder by a caregiver or other person 

who stands in a trusted relationship to the elder, or failure by a caregiver to s



(77). The UK Department of Health includes 

(78). Fulmer and O`Malley (79) 

made distinctions between abuse, neglect, and inadequate care and claimed that provision of 

care to residents can be judged to be either adequate or inadequate. The common element of 

way by acts or 

omissions involving complex interpersonal relationships. The differences are related to 

whether the act is intentional or not.  

 

Various types of abuse are noted within all descriptions, such as physical abuse, emotional or 

psychological abuse, financial or material abuse, sexual abuse, and neglect (5). Within some 

cultures and jurisdictions, self-neglect has also been included as a factor in elder abuse but 

not in most jurisdictions, such as Norway (80). Furthermore, the type of abuse is categorized 

according to the relationship between the key stakeholders, and in nursing homes, it is divided 

into staff-to-resident abuse (3, 6), family-to-resident abuse (7) and resident-to-resident aggression 

(8, 9). Table 1 shows operational descriptions of abuse and neglect as used in self-reported 

prevalence surveys to staff in nursing homes (5, 6, 81).  

 

Table 1 Operational description of abuse and neglect based on acts of abuse used in staff survey (5, 6, 81) 

 



Most of the research related to elder abuse has been conducted in domestic settings. This is 

however a different context than nursing homes. Within the nursing home context, there is an 

expectation of trust in relationship to paid staff, the organization as a whole, and close friends 

and family members who visit the resident (10). Living in a nursing home may also mean 

sharing a room and space with other residents, and resident-to-resident aggression is included 

in the term elder abuse in the nursing home context (9). In addition, all nursing homes have 

organizational routines related to times for sleeping, eating, and administering medications; 

staff and resident. In 1997, Bennett et al. described institutional abuse as involving repeated 

acts and omissions caused by either the regime in the institution or abuse perpetrated by 

individuals and directed at other individuals in the setting (82). Moreover, the UK 

Department of Health policy describes institutional abuse as a lack of positive response to the 

complex needs of residents, the rigid routines, inadequate staffing, and an insufficient 

knowledge base within service [(83)p 12] 

 

Resident-to-resident aggression is included in the term elder abuse in nursing homes. In the 

literature, resident-to-

physical, sexual, or verbal interactions between long-term care residents that, in a community 

setting, would otherwise be unwelcome and potentially cause physical or psychological 

[(9) p 2]. A focus group study including 7 residents and 96 staff 

members identified 35 different types of physical, verbal, and sexual resident-to-resident 

aggression, with shouting or yelling at them being the most common (9). Rose et al. (84) 

explored staff-reported strategies to manage resident-to-resident aggression and found that 

staff have different informal strategies to manage resident-to-resident aggression. Most of 

these to supervisors or colleagues (84). A study from Ellis et al. (85) found that resident-to-

resident aggression was generally ignored by staff as a type of abuse. Abuse perpetrated by 

relatives and close friends and family members toward an older person is documented from 

research in domestic settings (2), but whether or not such abuse continues inside the nursing 

home has gained less attention.  



A study from the Czech Republic by Buzgova and Ivanova (7) 

experience with abuse and found that staff had observed financial exploitation of residents by 

relatives. 

 

When it comes to staff-to-

conceptualization of elder abuse in nursing homes found that staff were often uncertain about 

how to identify abuse, especially psychological abuse and caregiver abuse such as neglect 

(22). Cooper et.al (21), 

toward residents in nursing homes and found that situations with potentially abusive 

consequences were common, but that deliberate or intentional abuse rarely occurred. This 

study also found that care workers acted in potentially abusive ways because they lacked 

knowledge and strategies related to caring for residents with dementia and other complex 

care needs (21).   

 

A complicating factor in the description and understanding of elder abuse is that the voices of 

the older people themselves have generally been excluded (14).  In describing elder abuse, it 

prevailing discourses mediated by disciplines such as law, medicine, and social science 

research. A study of eight countries conducted by t

 (14), highlighted that elder abuse could be interpreted in various ways. A qualitative 

study from Erlingsson et al. conducted in Sweden (86), found that elder abuse was related to 

vidual level, in the family, and in 

society. This was related to age discrimination, social isolation, and their own role in the 

abuse, suggesting that this was something they brought on themselves. Other studies that 

have integrated perceptions of abuse from older people themselves highlight ageism, the loss 

of self-determination, and perceptions about how ageism affects the healthcare services that 

are delivered (13, 14).  

 

Since many nursing home residents suffer from dementia and, thus, have potential difficulties 

expressing their experiences and perceptions of abuse within this context, it can be useful to 

h study from Harnett and 



 (87), and found that 

routines, and preferred activities in the daily life within the institution. Another voice that is 

missing in the literature is that of the nursing home leader and her or his perceptions of this 

phenomenon. Leaders have the opportunity to influence the culture and care practice in 

nursing homes and set policy for staff. Hence, knowledge about their empirical understanding 

of the phenomenon of elder abuse and neglect is important for developing more-effective 

prevention strategies and increasing safety for both staff and residents.  

2.2.2 Prevalence 

Existing research demonstrates a wide range of prevalence regarding numbers of incidents of 

elder abuse, which can be due to the data-collection methods used. There are variations in 

reference periods used to measure the extent of abuse and in the operational definition, and 

the number of items included in each subcategory is selected differently by researchers (10, 

88). The most frequently used method for measuring staff-to-resident abuse in nursing homes 

is a self-reported survey administered to staff. Few studies of the prevalence of abuse in 

nursing homes are based on self-reported surveys by older adults themselves or their proxy. 

A recent study from Yon et al. (3) synthesized previous studies on self-reported data by older 

adults or their proxies. However, they only found two studies and since a minimum of three is 

required to conduct a meta-analysis, there were not enough studies to be pooled for 

information about overall abuse as reported by older residents themselves or their proxies (3).  

 

Although there is a lack of prevalence studies related to elder abuse committed by family 

members and/or close friends inside the nursing home, it is estimated that, in domestic 

settings, one in ten older people experiences abuse every month A meta-analysis of 52 

included studies from Yon and colleagues (2), estimated a pooled prevalence rate for overall 

elder abuse perpetrated by close friends and family members within domestic settings to be 

15.7%.  

 



 et al. conducted among nursing home staff in Norway showed that 

60.3% had exposed a resident to one or more incidents of abuse in the past year (6). 

Psychological abuse and neglect had the highest prevalence, with 40.5% and 46.9% 

respectively. Physical abuse was reported by 9.6%, while financial or sexual abuse against a 

resident was not reported. The majority of staff in this study reported that they had never 

committed financial or sexual abuse. Comparably, in a study from Ireland, Drennan et al. (81) 

found that a total of 27.4% of staff reported that they had been involved in at least one 

neglectful act within the preceding 12 months. The most frequently reported neglectful acts 

were ignoring a resident when he or she called (22.6%) and failing to take a resident to the 

restroom when he or she asked (13.3%). Related to physical abuse, 3.2% of staff in this study 

reported that they had committed one or more acts in the previous year, where the most 

frequent act was restraining a resident beyond necessary at the time. Psychologically abusive 

acts against residents during the previous 12 months were reported by 7.5% of staff, and the 

most frequently reported type was shouting at a resident in anger (81). Yon et al. (3) 

conducted a meta-analysis and synthesized nine previous studies on self-reported data by the 

staff in nursing homes, estimating a pooled prevalence of 64.2% of staff who admitted to 

elder abuse. 

 

Regarding resident-to-resident aggression, Shinoda-Tagawa and colleagues (89) conducted a 

case-control study in 2004 with the use of a minimum of data and incident reports to assess 

risk factors for resident injuries inflicted by co-residents. One of their findings was that 

residents with dementia in special care units were almost three times more likely to be injured 

by co-residents than those living in other units. Lachs and colleagues (8) determined that 

20.2% of residents had been involved in at least one incident of resident-to-resident 

aggression during a one-month observation period. The most common form was verbal 

aggression. In Norway, a survey of staff observing resident-to-resident aggression found that 

88.8% had observed one or more incidents of aggression toward a co-resident during the past 

year (90). A bias within this study is that nursing home staff working in the same unit may 

have observed and reported the same incident of resident-to-resident aggression, resulting in 

a higher number. 

 



2.2.3 Determinants of elder abuse 

Several theories have been developed over time to explain determinants of abuse and neglect. 

These mainly address the dynamics that occur between individuals such as power and 

control, caregiver stress, and abusive behavior that has been learned over time (91, 92). An 

often-used theoretical model is the ecological model, where determinants of abuse and 

neglect within nursing homes are divided into four levels: individual, relationship, 

institutional, and society (27). In this model, the first level (micro) focuses on individual 

characteristics such as biological and demographic determinants of being exposed to abuse or 

exhibiting abuse. The second level (meso) explores the relationships between residents and 

staff. The third level (exo) examines institutional factors where these relationships and 

interactions take place. The fourth level (macro) explores larger societal factors such as 

cultural norms, ageism/sexism, and public policy/economic concerns (27). Factors at each of 

the four levels can either increase the risk of abuse and, hence, vulnerability to abuse or can 

be proactive, thus reducing the risk of vulnerability to abuse. 

 

Related to staff characteristics, Wang el al, (93), found that staff who were younger, less 

educated, lacking specific training and who perceived a greater burden displayed a 

tendency toward more abusive behaviors. Lack of training, low education, and stress and 

burnout have also been identified as determinants related to staff characteristic in other 

studies (81, 94, 95). Among residents, cognitive impairments or dementia have been found to 

be strong determinants for being a victim of abuse and/or neglect (34), particularly in relation to 

patients with dementia and aggressive behaviors that result in assaults on staff (81, 95-97). A 

literature review by Dong also identified physical impairment of the elder person as a 

were reported to have been 4.8 times more likely to have experienced elder abuse than those 

(98).  

On a relationship level, Drennan et al. found that staff who had experienced conflicts with 

residents were more likely to admit to having abused a resident, where the most frequently 

reported conflict involved managing a resident who was unwilling to undress; this was 

reported by 77.0% of respondents as occurring at least once in the preceding 12 months 



(81). Several authors have reported a stressful relationship between caregiver and resident to 

be a determinant for abuse (7, 99). In the Irish study by Drennan and colleagues (81), resident-

related events that the respondents identified as most stressful involved caring for residents 

with aggressive behaviors.  

At an institutional level, rural facilities have demonstrated better scores for some quality 

components than urban facilities, e.g. pressure ulcer incidents and declines in urinary 

continence (100);  at the same time, rural facilities have been found to have a higher prevalence of 

the use of physical restraint (101). Low staff-to-resident ratios and high staff turnover have 

been found to diminish care quality and to also be determinants of elder abuse and neglect 

(95, 102). Staff with less education may, furthermore, be a determinant of abuse because 

they may not recognize life-threatening situations (102).  

 

In regard to resident-to-resident aggression, studies have identified determinants in the person 

being exposed to aggression and the person exhibiting it, in addition to determinants at the 

institutional level. The person being exposed to aggression was found, in one study, to most 

often be male (89) while, in another study, female (103) and to have cognitive impairment, 

dementia with agitation, and aggression (89, 103, 104). Residents who exhibit aggression are 

more often male (105, 106), and several studies have found that residents who exhibit 

aggression are often younger than the resident being exposed to the aggression (105, 106). 

Moreover, residents who exhibit aggression frequently have cognitive impairment and 

aggressive behavior tendencies (89, 103). On an institutional level, resident-to-resident 

aggression has been found to occur in public areas such as dining rooms and hallways as well 

(104). In addition, a higher incident 

rate of resident-to-resident aggression has been found in special care wards for residents with 

dementia (89) and in larger nursing homes compared to smaller nursing homes (105).  

 

When it comes to determinants of abuse perpetrated by relatives inside nursing homes, these 

have yet to be described. However, in domestic settings, mental illness and alcohol misuse 

have been identified as determinants of abuse on an individual level in relatives (88). In the 

older person being exposed to abuse, several studies have identified that dementia and 



aggressive behavior were determinants in domestic settings also (88, 107). On the 

relationship level, it has been found that the person who commits elder abuse is often strongly 

dependent on the person he or she is mistreating (108). Other risk factors described in 

domestic settings are social isolation and caregiver stress (109) Descriptions of elder abuse 

and its determinants reveal that abuse and neglect in the nursing home context are complex 

and multifactorial (27). For this reason, sections 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 will give a broader 

presentation of determinants and proactive factors connected to elder abuse on relational, 

institutional, and social levels. 

 

2.3 Social constructions of nursing homes in light of power and control theories 

Elder abuse in nursing homes occurs in the context of an institutional frame. Hence, it is 

necessary to include the context as a determinant of elder abuse. How nursing homes are 

constructed and conceptualized within the society and its policy affect the care culture and 

the interpersonal relationship between staff and residents, as well as how nursing home 

leaders perceive elder abuse and which incidents they follow up on. The concept of the 

nursing home is one that has been developed over time throughout history and is described by 

different theoretical approaches and political strategies. Today, nursing homes are intended to 

serve as full-time homes for their residents (56), and at the same time, nursing homes are 

medical institutions for residents with complex care needs, many of whom are dependent on 

staff for care and assistance on a 24-hour basis seven days a week. The importance of 

acknowledging the context as relevant in a study of leadership is related to the fact that the 

role of leadership will be performed within the social construction of the institutional frame. 

How a nursing home is constructed and perceived within society today affects how nursing 

homes and their residents are written and spoken about and forms the discourse of what is 

perceived as quality of care and what is constituted as abuse within nursing homes. 

 

The seminal French philosopher and historian Michel Foucault (1926 1984) questioned the 

role of institutions in the modern society (110). He was preoccupied with the question how 

people conceptualize their everyday life and address the relationship between power and 

knowledge and how these concepts are used as forms of social control through social 

institutions (110, 111). Although Foucault did not perceive himself as a theorist of power, his 



interest in power have nevertheless connected him to the concept (112). Foucault focused on 

how power functions and how the power-knowledge duality forms, shapes and changes over 

time. He linked knowledge to power and argued that power is a ubiquitous and relational 

phenomenon, unstable and circulating, neither good or bad, and referred to this as the 

capillary level of power (26, 113).  In this way, power infiltrates and becomes part of daily 

life within institutions (26, 110, 111).  

 

In nursing homes, power is exerted by politicians and healthcare directors, who utilize it in 

their interactions with nursing home directors who, in turn, exert power in their relationships 

with the care managers. Likewise, care managers have power over the staff in a nursing 

home, and the staff exert power, in the end, in their relationships with residents. In nursing 

theories, power in the phenomenon of caring for another person has also been discussed 

(114). The asymmetrical relationship between staff and residents places an ethical obligation 

on staff to handle the power that exists in 

capacity for action. Norwegian nurse and philosopher Kari Martinsen has described power 

choice in everyday life, as well as how paternalistic attitudes of healthcare staff can fail to 

(114, 115). Martinsen 

dependence within all human existence, where trust and power are always at stake (116).  

The question is how this power is managed.   

 

In his book Discipline and Punish (26), Foucault described the development of the modern 

regime of social control. He used the prison as an example of an institution, such as schools, 

hospitals, the military, and nursing homes, to illustrate how discipline, including punishments 

and rewards, is 

based on the construction of normalization. Three processes enable the production of docile 

bodies: hierarchical observation, normalizing judgment, and examination (26). Hierarchical 

observation is linked to how all of us in the society are constantly monitoring and tracking 

ourselves and each other. In the context of nursing homes, it can be translated to how nursing 

home leaders, staff, and residents are all monitored in the nursing home context. Normalizing 



judgment refers to the rules and regulations that normalize behavior and compare everyone to 

power relation by people in authority who imposed discipline on their subjects. The norm 

then became the statistical average. But now, the concept of norm has shifted to become the 

minimum threshold, that is, what is considered to be the minimum acceptable quality 

standard in nursing homes. The last process in discipline is examination, which is also 

referred to as the normalized gaze. The modern examination makes it possible to qualify, 

quantify, classify, and then punish based on a seemingly objective and scientific standard (26, 

110, 113). Examples of how leaders are monitored and examined are found in their budgets, 

their results, working-condition surveys administered to staff, and reports of numbers of staff 

on sick leave. Leaders who have exceeded their budgets are publicly examined in leader 

meetings. In contrast, leaders who have their budgets in balance are rewarded publicly and 

used as an example of good leaders. Hence, all leaders within such a leader culture will strive 

to be what is defined as a good leader. Through this discipline process, nursing home leaders 

become both controlled subjects and active participants in controlling, following, and 

reinforcing what are viewed as the norms within a society and, hence, acceptable norms 

within nursing homes (26, 112). Foucault argued that the way institutions are organized 

reflects how power is justified within the society (26, 112).  

 

Discipline, normalization, control, and productive exercises can be viewed from the 

perspective of historical settings and structures in society and how these work on people 

(113). 

knowledge systems that primarily informed the thinking in a society in a certain period of 

history. In modern society, it has been argued that age represents an important cultural 

dimension of social status (117, 118). Ageism can be described as the devaluation of a 

particular social group due to age (118), and this devaluation can lead to the justification of 

certain discriminatory behaviors, such as abuse and neglect (118, 119). In addition, ideas 

from new public management were introduced to the healthcare sector in the 1970s through 

improve quality and efficiency in healthcare organizations (120). Attitudes of ageism 

combined with an increased focus on efficacy in society are learned through socialization and 



become the discourses of social knowledge, which is enacted within institutions (117, 118, 

121). This social knowledge will form the social interaction, care culture, and leadership 

behavior within nursing homes. In the literature, elder abuse in nursing homes has also been 

conceptualized as a specific form of institutional abuse (24, 122), described by the Harrow 

poor or inadequate care or support, or systematic poor practice that affects the whole care 

ishes and needs are sacrificed for the smooth 

(122). A qualitative study by McGlone and 

(123) examining the perception of ageism in healthcare services from the 

perspectives of older persons themselves and staff found that policies and practices were 

negatively influenced by ageism and affected access to services and the quality of care. In 

Norway, a case study in five municipalities explored the allocation of health care between 

younger and elder populations (124). The researchers found that the needs of elder people 

related to social activities and personal hygiene were perceived as less important than the 

same needs of younger people. 

 

2.4 Quality of care and patient safety  

All healthcare organizations aim to deliver high-quality care, to prevent harm, and to meet the 

needs and expectations of their residents and/or patients. This section will provide an 

overview of quality of care and patient safety in nursing homes and the connection between 

elder abuse and patient safety, including monitoring and reporting abuse and learning from 

incidents.  

 

2.4.1 Quality of care and patient- safety in nursing homes  

Quality of care is typically described as achieving the best possible healthcare outcomes 

(125),  while safety is described as the avoidance of harm to residents (29). Quality of care is 

a multidimensional concept and is influenced by the different perspectives and interests of 

various stakeholders as well as various healthcare facility characteristics (54, 126). In 2001, 

health system for the 21st  (125), which outlined six important domains of quality: 

patient safety, effectiveness, a patient-centered approach, timeliness, efficiency, and equity. 



Both internationally and nationally, patient safety is highlighted as one of the most important 

and influential dimensions of healthcare quality (127). In 2010, the Norwegian Knowledge 

Centre for the Health Services outlined a description of quality that included outcomes such 

-medical outcomes of care such as integrity, 

dignity, and quality of life. These can be perceived as important quality indicators from the 

aspects of good care (128). 

 

framework (54, 126). According to this framework, quality of care can be described and 

divided into three main categories: structure, process, and outcome. Structure quality 

comprises structural factors that affect the performance of care, such as the nursing home 

building itself, the staff, financing, and equipment. Process quality is the direct care provided 

by staff and is divided into two interrelated components: technical care is the application of 

science and technology, and interpersonal processes involve the relationship between the staff 

and the residents. Outcome quality refers to the effect of health care on the residents and the 

population (126). Factors in each quality category can be determinants of abuse. In addition, 

each factor can interact with the others, which makes defining quality of care a complex 

undertaking and, thereby, results in what is perceived as abuse and neglect within a nursing 

home context becoming indistinct. 

 

The inclusion of safety as a quality dimension in health care was realized in 1999, when the 

(129). This 

report estimated that between 44,000 and 98,000 Americans die as a result of medical errors 

in hospitals each year. No numbers were reported for nursing homes. The report triggered 

substantial efforts in health care to identify sources of errors, develop safety metrics, and 

create impactful policy initiatives to improve safety (29). In 2015, the National Patient Safety 

Foundation (NPSF) summarized the 15- (29) and 

concluded that improvements in safety had been slower to materialize than expected. This 

report emphasized the need to promote patient safety in all healthcare settings, not only in 

hospitals but also in settings such as nursing homes. It also highlighted the need for increased 



focus on a culture of safety, a safety system with a focus on learning, and the importance of 

leadership (29, 38). This emphasis is also found in Norwegian governmental policies, 

guidelines, and white papers (50, 130), where leadership and a culture of safety are especially 

pointed to as essential for establishing safe healthcare systems. In Norway, patient safety is 

described as the protection against events that result in unintended harm to the patient by act 

of commission or omission rather than by the underlying disease or condition of the patient 

(131). The IOM defines patient safety as the prevention of harm to patients. Emphasis is 

placed on a system of care delivery that (a) prevents errors; (b) learns from the errors that do 

occur; and (c) is built on a culture of safety that involves healthcare professionals, 

organizations, and patients (29).  

 

The importance of focus on a patient-safety culture within the organization to increase patient 

safety has been highlighted in both national and international reports and white papers (38, 

64).  (38, 64). A patient-safety culture is part of the care culture within the organization, but 

in addition to the traditional care culture, a patient-safety culture has an increased focus on 

safety. Care culture will be further described in chapter 2.5.3. A commonly utilized 

description of a patient-safety culture is the product of individuals and group value attitudes, 

perceptions, competencies, and patterns of behavior that determine the commitment to and 

nd safety management (29).  An 

extensive range of safety-culture factors have been identified and organized into dimensions 

such as leadership, teamwork, evidence-based patient care, communication, learning, just 

culture, and patient-centered care, and together they form a safety-culture framework (38, 

132). This framework is used when assessing patient safety culture in surveys administered to 

-safety 

culture found that communication and openness were perceived as the most important 

dimensions of patient safety, yet staff scored low on these (133).  

 

Perceptions of health and safety within organizations have been found to vary between 

people in the blunt end and people at the sharp end (134, 135). A study from Castle et.al 

(135) explored the perception of a safety culture within nursing homes from the perspectives 

of nursing home directors and care managers, and found that nursing home directors had a 



more positive view of the safety culture with the organization than care managers did. This 

study pointed out the importance of further research to explore patient safety between levels 

of leadership. Another factor affecting patient safety is the perception of which events 

constitute harm to residents in nursing homes.  

 

2.4.2 Elder abuse as patient-safety incident 

Elder abuse in nursing homes involves physical and emotional harm to residents and can, 

therefore, be described as a patient-safety issue. However, the connection between abuse and 

patient safety has not been clearly elaborated in the elder abuse or the patient-safety field. 

This could be because current discourses and methods of describing and capturing 

information on safety-adverse events are strongly based on studies from hospitals (136). The 

Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) highlights that the vulnerability and 

complexity of nursing home residents make them different from most hospital patients and 

that further research is needed to understand what constitutes safety issues in nursing homes 

(137). Nursing home residents are often dependent on care and assistance in activities of 

daily living such as assistance getting in/out of bed, dressing, toileting, eating, walking, and 

socialization. The AHRQ points out that adequate staffing is necessary to ensure that all 

aspects of care are provided 24-hours a day, seven days a week to prevent care omissions 

that, in turn, may contribute to adverse events (136, 137). In the elder-abuse research field, 

omission of care is described as neglect (11, 138) 

 

A review of the literature on patient safety and quality of care events found that the most 

common adverse event reported by staff is a medication error (139). A Swedish study 

measuring type of adverse events in nursing homes found that medication errors, falls, and 

delayed or inappropriate care comprised the majority (89%) of serious adverse events (140). 

In 2016, the AHRQ conducted a literature review to describe safety issues in nursing homes 

(136, 137). Key patient-safety issues included falls, pressure ulcers, infections, and 

medication errors/adverse drug events including inappropriate use, catheter left in bladder, 

physical restraints, unintentional weight loss, decline in activities of daily living, fecal/urinary 

incontinence, depressive symptoms, and pain (136, 137). Some of these incidents described 

as patient-safety events within this research are, in the elder-abuse research field, labeled 



abuse and neglect; for instance, physical restraint and inappropriate drug use are considered 

physical abuse, and unintentional weight loss and decline in activities of daily living are 

considered neglect (81). 

 

Traditionally, safety issues have been linked mainly to physical harm, but in recent years, the 

problem of psychological or emotional harm has been pointed out in patient-safety research 

(39, 141, 142). In 2018, Cooper et al. (142), conducted a literature review to develop a 

classification framework of severity of harm arising from patient-safety incidents in primary 

care. They identified 21 approaches to the classification of harm severity, which they 

analyzed 

International Classification for Patient Safety. This new classification takes into consideration 

hospitalization and psychological harm but, in addition, incorporates near misses and 

uncertain outcomes (142, 143).  

 

2.4.3 An individual approach or a total system approach to abuse in nursing homes 

Adverse events can be viewed in different ways, and each approach gives rise to quite 

different philosophies of error management (38, 144). An individual approach focuses on the 

unsafe acts, errors, or violations of individuals at the sharp end of direct care, such as the 

nursing home staff. This approach links unsafe acts to apparent mental processes in 

individual staff including intention, forgetfulness, poor motivation, carelessness, and 

recklessness. Follow-ups on events within this approach are directed toward reducing 

unwanted human behavior (144, 145). A definition of elder abuse as an intentional act can 

lead to an individual approach in the follow-up and, hence, does not include the complex 

nature of determinants of abuse in nursing homes. A systems approach views humans as 

fallible and incidents as expected, even in the best organizations (144). In this approach, 

incidents are viewed as consequences rather than causes, with their origins in system factors 

(144). 

(38), a total system approach is pointed to as the way to 

improve quality and safety in health care. This approach includes constant prioritization of a 

safety culture by leaders, which is critical in relation to incidents of abuse in nursing homes 



(38).  In a total-system approach, a just culture is highlighted as an important component of a 

safety culture. The AHRQ and Institute of Healthcare improvement (IHI) define a just culture 

as one that focuses on identifying and correcting system factors without blaming individuals 

for human errors and, at the same time, establishes zero tolerance for reckless behavior (38). 

In order to do so, leaders must investigate each event to determine whether the incident was 

caused by human error (e.g., slips), at-risk behavior (e.g., taking shortcuts), or reckless 

behavior (e.g., purposely ignoring required safety steps). The result of such an investigation 

should determine the response and the follow-up.  

 

Elder abuse is mainly related to determinants at a system and organizational level (11, 95), 

but reckless abusive behavior on the part of individual staff members does occur, although 

the frequency is low (6, 146). To promote patient safety and prevent abuse and neglect in 

nursing homes, nursing home leaders need to address abusive behavior by individual staff as 

well as organizational and cultural factors over which individual staff members have no 

control. 

 

2.4.4 Monitoring and reporting elder abuse 

The safety field in health care has taken inspiration from other high-risk industries such as 

aviation. This has led to an increased focus on how healthcare organizations can learn from 

adverse events, mitigate contributing factors, prevent future errors, and ultimately make 

healthcare safer (147). An adverse-events system is designed to obtain information about 

patient-safety incidents, which can then be translated into individual and organizational 

learning (148). The successful translation of adverse-event reports to learning outcomes 

comprises four main aspects (149). First, data input needs to be independent and non-punitive 

to enhance a culture of learning. Second, collecting data relies on staff having the opportunity 

to narrate their own versions of events so that the data reflect the true nature of the incident 

and identify the multitude of factors connected to the incident. The third aspect includes 

analysis, where the reports are turned into lessons. The fourth is feedback, where all those in 

the organization are included and can see that something positive comes from the reporting 

(149).  

 



Prior research on incident reports in nursing homes has revealed that the reporting of adverse 

events varies widely (150), and that it is used on a limited basis for quality improvement 

(148). An important barrier to improving patient safety and increasing the quality of care is 

the underreporting of adverse events (28, 29). Underreporting of abuse and neglect is well-

documented (33, 35, 151), and there is a need to understand factors that influence reporting. 

repercussions and retaliation is one important factor of underreporting (3, 11). Another factor 

attitudes about detecting and reporting elder abuse (33). The main findings in this study were 

knowledge, and their expectations about the consequences of reporting or how they define 

their professional role have an effect on their actions and whether they report.  

 

Moore conducted a qualitative study in 2017 to explore reasons for staff failure to report 

abuse in nursing homes. He found that a fear of reporting was a main barrier for staff to 

report abuse within NHs (37). A survey of staff in 16 nursing homes in the central part of 

Norway found that a failure to report inadequate care could be due to a lack of staff 

knowledge, a lack of reflection on their practice, or a fear of disciplinary action against them 

(35). Other factors found to affect underreporting from staff, is lack of feedback and 

responses from nursing home leaders (34, 37). A literature review of factors affecting the 

overall patient safety incident reporting, found barriers to be; fear of adverse consequences, 

process and systems of reporting and incident characteristics (28). Other common barriers 

reported in the literature by healthcare professionals included fear of blame, legal penalties, 

the perception that incident-reporting does not improve patient safety, a lack of 

organizational support, inadequate feedback, a lack of knowledge about incident-reporting 

systems, and a lack of understanding about what constitutes an incident (28, 148, 150, 152).  

 

2.4.5 Learning from incidents of abuse 

The use of a reporting system is linked to the belief that patient safety can be improved by 

(148). Learning can take place at the individual 

and at the organizational level. Individual learning focuses on increasing knowledge 



and skills for individual staff members to enable them to do a better job, while organizational 

learning involves sharing the thoughts and actions of all the individuals in the organization, 

which entails a cultural change (148, 153). Fiol and Lyles described learning as the process of 

improving actions through better knowledge and understanding (154). Huber stated that 

learning takes place in an organization if, through its process of information sharing, 

organizational behavior is changed (155).  Lave and Wegner (156) described learning as a 

process that takes place in practice when a group of people share their different perspectives. 

 

(153, 157) is often 

referred to as central in understanding organizational learning from patient-safety incidents. 

According to their theory, organizational learning can be divided into -

which refers to the correction of errors without significantly changing the overall safety 

-

questioning and alterations of the governing values within the organization. To exemplify 

single- and double-loop learning, Argyris used a thermostat. This thermostat uses double-

loop learning if it questions why it is programmed to measure temperature and then adjusts 

the temperature itself (158). 

which people link their thoughts (cognitive schemas) to their actions (153, 159). In the theory 

of single- and double-

espoused and in-use schemas, which are, according to their model, what drives learning 

behavior.  

 

The distinction between espoused and in-use schemas is connected to the behavioral rules 

and assumptions that people publicly proclaim they adhere to, and the rules and assumptions 

that observations of their actual behavior indicate they are using in reality (159). The 

differences between what people claim or even believe often differ from the values and 

principles manifested through their behavior in the organization. This contradiction can 

ng 

rules and assumptions in this model are that people within an organization should cooperate 

to search for solutions. This is done by gathering facts, generating options, and involving all 



members in a discussion. Through the discussion, members of the organization together 

explore the root cause or causes of the incident and then identify assessment to use for 

preventing the incident from reoccurring. This model also requires that people be open to 

changing their minds. The cognitive schema within the model provide instructions for 

double-loop learning. Although this is the espoused model for learning in organizations, 

research has shown that another model is actually used to drive learning behavior within 

organizations (158-160). In-use model for learning 

governing rules and assumptions are that people strive to win rather than lose and to suppress 

negative feelings; people in such organizations feel that they are under the influences of 

control. The schema that construct learning model I block any questioning that can contribute 

sult that they get trapped in single-loop learning 

(159). The follow-up of incidents within organizations that use model I involves attempts to 

find simple solutions without questioning the governing assumptions or the root cause, such 

as resources. In his study of aviation safety, Rose (160), pointed out that, when a culture 

experiences risk minimization and simple solutions such as blame, the desire to learn from 

the incident is significant diminished. 

 

For organizations to engage in double-loop learning, they must move from model I to model 

II. This means that they must destroy defensive routines and endure embarrassment, 

experience fear of failure, and be open to changing their minds. In order to do so, Argyris and 

uilding competence and 

self-confidence through a cognitive process (158). By thinking, asking questions, and making 

orld around them are created. When 

members of an organization are given the opportunity to share their thoughts and feelings, 

mutual cognitive schema among people in the organization will be constructed (158, 159). 

When members of an organization discover and modify their learning system through double-

loop learning, they learn to learn, also called deutero-learning (161), which enables 

organizations to continuously improve (162).   

 



2.5 Leadership in complex organizations 

Complexity theory offers another important perspective for studying elder abuse and patient 

safety in nursing homes. This chapter provides an overview of nursing homes, elder abuse, 

and patient safety with perspectives from complexity science. Stakeholders within a system 

interact and produce behavior within the system. Description of care culture and self-

organization in complex systems will be presented, in addition to a discussion of the 

importance of leadership.  

 

2.5.1 Nursing homes, elder abuse and patient safety with perspective from complexity science 

Complexity science has, in recent years, been applied to healthcare science, where healthcare 

organizations are described as complex adaptive systems (19, 20, 163). Complexity theory 

can be described as a meta theory since it combines and organizes concepts of complexity 

and local theories into one framework. The theories aim to understand how things relate to 

each other and how these interactions work (20). A pioneer in the field of complexity science 

is philosopher Paul Cilliers, who wrote Complexity and Postmodernism (20). Cilliers drew a 

distinction between the term complex and complicated. Complicated systems can be divided 

into parts, isolated, described, and then reassembled; examples include cars, aircraft, and 

computers. Complex systems, on the other hand, consist of several parts closely connected to 

each other, and the more parts and connections the system has, the more complex the system 

will be. As a result, a complex system cannot be taken apart and has to be studied as such. 

Cilliers exemplified complex systems as the brain, social systems, and ecological systems 

(20).  

 

Nursing homes are an archetypal example of a complex organization (19, 164). The 

around each resident makes the delivery of care in nursing homes complex (19, 20). 

Furthermore, both staff and residents in this context constitute a complex system themselves, 

where the biopsychosocial model implies that biological, psychological, and social factors 

interact in changing and shifting ways. Each of the factors in this model belongs to its own 

system, such as the brain belonging to the biological system, the emotions and thoughts to the 

psychological system, and the nursing home to the social system (20). As described 



previously, determinants of elder abuse are related to personal factors related to the staff and 

the resident, the interpersonal relationship between them, and factors within the organization 

and the wider society. All these interact with each other and not always in a predictable way.  

 

Elder abuse and neglect in nursing homes can be characterized as difficult to define, having 

multiple causes, lacking good or clear solutions, being socially complex, and involving 

changing human behavior (165), which fits the description of s

coined by Professors Horst Rittel and Melvin M. Webber (166). To turn wicked problems 

into wicked opportunities, leaders must learn to dance with the complexity (167); this means 

combining a transdisciplinary mindset with a goal to create a more-holistic creative approach 

to solving the problem. In his book Dialogue Mapping: Building Shared Understanding of 

Wicked Problems, Conklin noted that wicked problems must be met with shared 

understanding and shared commitment by the stakeholders in the organizations (168).  

  

In the elder-abuse research field, efforts have been made to prevent abuse and neglect, but no 

intervention strategy has resulted in a significant reduction in abuse over time (75, 85, 169). 

A Cochrane review of interventions to prevent the occurrence or recurrence of elder abuse 

found that the quality of the available evidence is low and that there is little research to guide 

practice (169). Most of the intervention research that aims to prevent or reduce abuse has 

focused on increased knowledge and skills among staff (170, 171); this can be viewed as 

linear thinking, meaning that there is a solution to the problem and there is a cause and effect. 

Most people like to simplify things so that they fit into this model of thinking but doing so is 

likely to result in only one or two of the factors involved being taken into consideration. The 

opposite is non-linearity, where the complexity of all factors is considered (20), meaning that 

the whole is more than the sum of its parts. Moreover, this implies that intervention strategies 

to reduce abuse and neglect in nursing homes must consider this complexity in order to be 

effective (20). Including findings from other research fields is an important transdisciplinary 

approach for preventing abuse.  

 

In patient-safety science, there has been a paradigm shift that acknowledges the complexity 

of healthcare organizations and draws on ideas from complexity and systems theory (163). 



The aim is organizational improvement in order to generate insights into how care quality 

emerges from multiple interacting factors. This thinking is referred to as Safety-II, a broader 

system-level thinking with the aim of shifting away from reactive behaviors associated with 

Safety-I to more proactive solutions (42). This way of thinking acknowledges a constant need 

for adjustment and adaptation due to the differences between work as imagined from 

protocols, books, and procedures and work as it is performed in practice (172). The gap 

between work as imagined and work as performed in practice is described as a danger to 

patient safety yet remains poorly understood. 

 

2.5.2. Care culture and self-organization in complex systems 

Among policymakers, researchers, managers, and staff, culture is a much-discussed 

construct, and within the literature, it has been described in numerous ways (42, 173-175). At 

the same time, the importance of culture has been highlighted through research and literature. 

One frequently used description of culture is from Schein (175), who described it as the 

pattern of basic assumptions that a group has invented, discovered or developed in order to 

learn to cope with its problems of external adaption and internal integration. These solutions 

have worked well enough to be considered valid and, thus, have been taught to new members 

of the organization as the correct way to perceive, think, and feel in relation to the problems. 

Thomas Kitwood, a British social psychologist and a pioneer in the development of person-

human existence in the world, and of giving structure to action within (176). He stated that 

interactions between staff and residents had the potential to either uphold or undermine the 

personhood of individuals with dementia and that interactions resulting in harm to residents 

were related to the care culture rather than being intentional by staff (176, 177). A qualitative 

study from Pickering et al. (43), included 22 staff members and found that staff who 

trategies that negatively 

affected the care provision and were attributed to the development of several resident and 

worker safety outcomes, such as abuse and neglect. 

 

Human systems such as care cultures are a typical example of systems that the science of 

complexity deals with and where adaptation and self-organization are central (19, 20). 



According to Cillers (20), self-organization is a process whereby people within an 

organization interact with each other to create adaptive survival strategies not only for 

themselves but also for the system or parts of the system to which they belong. Nursing home 

leaders are part of the culture within the nursing home where they interact with staff, but they 

are also part of the leader culture within the municipalities where they interact and adapt to 

the external and internal demands of being a leader within this system. In the book 

Complexity and Creativity in Organizations by Ralph Stacey (159), the author used a flock of 

birds to illustrate how agents in an adaptive system follow simple rules by examining each 

(19, 159). This 

self-organization occurs in all social systems, whether we recognize it or not. When self- 

organization leads to instability, such as conflicts with residents, the system might suddenly 

change course or take an unexpected direction. Since self-organization has a certain degree of 

unpredictability, the emergence of the system behavior will have the same degree of 

unpredictability (20).  

 

Care culture can be summarized as features of institutional life that are shared across the 

organization and between members, and that include their cognitive beliefs, assumptions, and 

attitudes that are visible and not in the conscious awareness. The culture is reflected through 

behaviors, practices, and interactions (42, 175). Culture is described as the social and 

 which is taught to new members of the organization. A 

recently published systematic review of the association between organizational and 

workplace cultures and patient outcomes (42) also points out that understanding patient-

safety culture is the most important first step related to increasing quality of care and patient 

safety. This study found that positive organizational and workplace cultures were consistently 

associated with a wide range of patient outcomes such as reduced mortality rates, falls, and 

infections and increased patient satisfaction (42). A study from UK by Killett et.al (178), 

found that organizational culture is locally produced and shifting but also affected by external 

factors such as resources. 



2.5.3 The importance of leadership in complex organizations 

Leadership is a universal activity and one of the social sciences most examined phenomena 

(179), but at the same time, it is difficult to define precisely. A classic description of 

leadership is a division between two main focuses: (a) the leadership role related to 

coordination of an organization and (b) the leadership role in relation to work outcomes and 

activities and tasks that leaders undertake in order to achieve these outcomes (180). Henry 

Mintzberg, one of the pioneers in leadership theory, defined a leader as the person in charge 

of the organization or one of its sub-units (181). Northouse described leadership as a process 

whereby a person influences a group of individuals to reach a common goal (182). Haynes 

considered leadership to be about competence and skills, in addition to creative individual 

judgment for completing tasks connected to the leadership role. He related his description of 

leadership to the fact that leaders have to take the lead and coordinate in complex 

environments (180).  

 

The importance of leadership related to patient outcome, such as quality of care and patient 

safety, has been highlighted in both national and international reports and by prior research 

(29, 38, 53, 64). A systematic review by Wong et al, (183), found a relationship between 

positive relational leadership styles and higher levels of patient satisfaction and lower patient 

mortality, fewer medication errors, less restraint use, and lower rates of infections. German et 

al. examined factors that nurses perceived as influencing their motivation and performance at 

work in a systematic review and found that leadership behaviors influence their motivations 

(41). Donoghue and Castle, 

examining the relationship between leadership style and staff turnover in 2900 nursing homes 

(184), identified a correlation between leaders who solicit and act upon input from their staff 

and a lower level of staff turnover. In addition, the length of tenure and experience as a 

nursing home leader has been found to influence the quality of resident care (185). 

 

Many staff members in nursing homes are unskilled or semi-skilled and because of that, it has 

traditionally been believed that a top-down, bureaucratic leadership approach is suitable 

(186). However, this approach imposes barriers to the freedom of interaction that is needed 

for effective self-organization (159). A top-down, bureaucratic leadership approach will not 



control or change the self-organization process within the nursing home. Self-organization 

-quality 

outcomes (19). Hence, a combination of traditional management and innovative, bottom-up 

leadership is needed to achieve system change (180). Leadership practice can be viewed as a 

tool for altering organizational strategies in order to change and adapt to external and internal 

demands (19, 180). According to Stacey (159) the organizational strategies that leaders need 

to employ in complex organizations can be divided into three processes: (a) increasing 

information flow, (b) adding more connections among people in the organizations, and (c) 

promoting the development of more diversity in cognitive schema in people within the 

organization. When leaders use these strategies, they can influence self-organization in a way 

that facilitates better outcomes for nursing home residents because increased information 

flow, more connections among people, and changes in cognitive schema such as assumptions 

in the culture will generate new behaviors among staff within the organization (19, 159)  

 

Summarizing the background chapter 

To summarize, the conceptual part of this thesis has presented existing knowledge of 

descriptions and perceptions of elder abuse, its prevalence, and its determinants. Social 

constructions of nursing homes in light of power and control theories have been presented. 

Furthermore, quality of care and patient safety are described, in addition to leadership in 

complex organizations. A lack of knowledge is identified regarding the role of leadership in 

patient-safety issues related to elder abuse and neglect. This involves how nursing home 

leaders perceive elder abuse, their experiences of barriers and enablers to reporting incidents 

of abuse, and how they follow up such reports. 

 

 

 

 

 



3.0 Research aim  

The aim of this thesis was to explore the role of leadership in patient-safety concerns related 

to elder abuse and neglect. Nursing home leaders can influence the care culture and set policy 

for staff. Hence, how leaders perceive elder abuse, their experiences of barriers and enablers 

to reporting abuse and how they follow up reports are of critical importance. Therefore, their 

perceptions of the phenomenon will affect what they signal to staff as important to report and 

which incidents they will investigate in order to create a safe and healthy environment for 

both staff and residents.  

 

The specific objectives were to explore:  

 How nursing home leaders perceive elder abuse and neglect; 

 What nursing home leaders experience as barriers and enablers to reporting elder 

abuse and neglect; and 

 How nursing home leaders follow up on reports of elder abuse and neglect.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

  



4.0 Method 

In this section, I will present the study design, sampling and data collection, and the analysis 

process. I will also present ethical considerations related to the study. 

4.1 Study design 

This 

experiences of a complex and poorly understood topic in a specific context, with a focus on 

the specific and detailed rather than the average. How people experience and perceive 

situations and why they act as they do within a situation cannot be captured by numbers. 

Thus, we believed that the use of a qualitative explorative method would be the most 

effective way to study this phenomenon (187). Qualitative methods provide knowledge about 

to events (188). This is called contextual knowledge, and the aim is to obtain a deep 

understanding of the experience of being an individual in a specific context with a particular 

theme (189). The interview method was chosen to explore the topic because perception and 

experience related to a specific phenomenon cannot be directly observed. The use of 

qualitative interviewing is linked to the assumption that the perspectives of others create 

meaningfulness and knowledge that can be made explicit (188). 

 

Each nursing home in Norway is required to have an administrative manager, called the 

nursing home director, and some nursing home directors lead more than one facility. In 

addition, each nursing home has ward leaders and quality leaders, and in some municipalities, 

a service leader. Together, individuals in these roles form the leadership team in each nursing 

home. In this thesis, members of the leadership team are referred to as care managers. Since 

both nursing home directors and care managers can influence each other through a 

hierarchical relationship and can, collectively, affect the quality of care and patient safety 

(190), we gathered information from both leadership levels. When planning the study, the 

intention was to use focus group interviews as a data-collection method. The difference in 

hierarchical levels of leadership between nursing home directors and care managers may 

influence the power difference within focus groups and generate a situation where some 

participants are reluctant to speak (187). Since we wanted to create an environment where all 



participants felt free to talk about their thoughts and feelings on the topic elder abuse, it was 

decided to have homogeneous groups and not mix nursing home directors and care managers 

in the same focus group. However, since there are few nursing home directors in each 

municipality, gathering them together for focus group interviews proved to be difficult. 

Hence, the nursing home directors were invited to participate in individual interviews, while 

the care managers were invited to participate in focus group interviews. Since the questions 

and topics to be discussed during the interviews were related to negative aspects of care, the 

researcher was aware that this could be challenging in a group setting. However, the 

nces and descriptions were based on their roles as leaders, where a group 

discussion could be beneficial. To ensure that the topics were addressed properly, we piloted 

the interview setting and interview guide with teachers from the nursing education 

department at NTNU and members of the research team. We used their feedback to revise the 

interview guide and discuss the nature of the setting. Following the pilot test, we modified the 

interview guide by reducing the number of subjects, which resulted in three main topics.  

 

4.2 Sampling  

Qualitative studies typically focus on sampling selected for a specific purpose (188). 

Purposive sampling was initially used to ensure that the participants recruited could see the 

phenomenon from the perspective of a leader. The use of purposeful sampling is linked to the 

power and logic of selecting information-rich cases and participants for in-depth study. 

Studying information-rich cases can reveal in-depth understanding and insight into the 

purpose of the study rather than empirical generalizations (188). Participants for this study 

were recruited from both urban and rural municipalities, from the middle to the south of 

Norway. Inclusion criteria for participants were (a) being employed in a leadership position 

in a nursing home and (b) being employed full time in that role. Each municipality and its 

nursing home leaders were recruited using a stepwise approach, as we sought to acquire a 

theoretical sampling until saturation of data was achieved (191, 192).  

 

 



4.3 Participants 

Participants who volunteered represented managers from a total of 21 nursing homes, all 

public enterprises owned and run by the municipality. The nursing homes represented 6 

municipalities in Norway and urban as well as rural areas. All of the nursing homes were 

regular nursing homes, but some also had special care wards intended for residents with 

cognitive deficits or dementia. A total of 43 participants were recruited: 15 individual 

interviews were conducted with nursing home directors, and 6 focus group interviews were 

conducted with a total of 28 participants comprising 23 ward leaders, 2 quality leaders and 3 

service leaders. The focus groups were composed as follows: 

 1 focus group with 3 participants;  

 2 focus groups with 4 participants;  

 1 focus group with 5 participants; and 

 2 focus groups with 6 participants.  

 

In papers 1 and 3, we chose to refer to all 28 participants in the 6 focus group interviews as 

care managers. In paper 2, we have used the term ward leaders for all members of the 

leadership team. Within this thesis, the term care managers is used. The reason for the 

different term usage is related to the commonly used term in the journal in which the papers 

were published. Table 2 displays the characteristics of the participants. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
Table 2. Demographics of the study participants (n = 43) 

4.4 Recruitment and data collection  

Participants were recruited over a six-month period from August 2018 to the end of January 

2019. The first recruitment e-mail was sent to healthcare managers in 11 municipalities, both 

urban and rural areas from the middle to the south of Norway. Healthcare managers from 6 

municipalities accepted the invitation, while 5 healthcare managers stated that nursing home 



leaders in their municipalities did not have time to participate. Subsequently, a second 

recruitment e-mail was sent to all nursing home directors in the 6 municipalities that had 

accepted the invitation. The second recruitment e-mail included 2 invitation letters: one letter 

to nursing home directors and the other for nursing home directors to forward to care 

managers in their nursing homes. The care managers were invited to participate in focus 

group interviews, while the nursing home directors were invited to individual interviews.  

 

The interviews took place in a meeting room in a nursing home in the participating 

municipalities. Each focus group interview lasted approximately 90 minutes, and each 

individual interview lasted approximately 60 minutes. Two researchers conducted the focus 

group interviews. The PhD candidate was the moderator in all six interviews; the main 

supervisor was co-moderator for two group interviews; and one of the co-supervisors was co-

moderator in one group interview. For the other three interviews, two researchers from the 

larger research team were co-moderators. All 15 individual interviews were conducted by the 

PhD candidate. The interviews were semi-structured, based on an interview guide where 

informants were asked to reflect on several main themes, and followed up with open-ended 

and exploratory questions (187, 189). We used the same interview guide for the focus group 

interviews with the care managers and the individual interviews with the nursing home 

directors (Table 3).  

 

During the introductory information for the interviews, we presented a figure (Figure 1) and 

asked participants about their experiences and thoughts on the topic of elder abuse in relation 

to healthcare staff, co-residents, or relatives. Participants were encouraged to speak freely. 

However, during the first focus group interview, we found that participants were not familiar 

with the topic or the term elder abuse. Hence, to explore the topic in the ensuing interviews, 

the moderator gave the participants keywords from the categorization of abuse (e.g., abuse 

can be described as physical, psychological, sexual, financial, or as neglect) (5). We found 

that this helped the participants to reflect, and they subsequently offered examples of abusive 

situations they had heard about or witnessed. During the process of data collection, we further 

compared our experiences in interview one with interview two, which aligns with the 

constant comparative method (192). This led to including keywords in the interview guide to 



ensure that all topics were addressed. To ensure the credibility of an open thematic 

diminish bias by presenting the keywords, we 

were conscious about letting the participants speak freely about their experiences and 

thoughts on this topic and participants were not given any definitions of abuse or examples 

related to these keywords. The participants freely decided in which order they wanted to talk 

about different forms and situations of elder abuse. All interviews were recorded and 

transcribed verbatim, retaining pauses and emotional expressions.  

 

 

Figure 1 Model of interactions where abuse can occur as used in the interviews 

Table 3 Interview guide 

 



4.5 Analysis 

The constant comparative method was used for the data analysis of all three papers (191, 

192). This method allowed us to generate a thematic understanding through an open 

. The constant comparative method 

facilitated the possible identification of themes and differences between individuals and cases 

within the data (192). Paper 1 involved one leader level, and we conducted the comparison in 

two main steps: (a) comparison within a single interview and (b) comparison between 

interviews. Papers 2 and 3 involved two leader levels, and as we wanted to gain a sense of the 

distinction between the different roles of leadership, we conducted the comparison in three 

main steps: (a) comparison within a single interview, (b) comparison between interviews 

within the same group, and (c) comparison of interviews from different groups (191, 192). 

 

The analysis was initiated immediately following each interview, where the first author 

listened to the recorded interview. Memo-writing was then used throughout the whole 

process of data collection and analysis and served as a record of emerging ideas, questions, 

and categories (191). Next, in line with the constant comparative method, open line-by-line 

coding of the transcribed interviews was performed (191, 192). (191, 192). The codes were 

compared for frequencies and commonalities and then clustered to organize data and develop 

sub-categories. The sub-categories were examined to construct the final categories and main 

themes. To add credibility and diminish researcher bias, two researchers, namely the PhD 

candidate and the main supervisor, coded all transcribed interviews independently. During 

the analysis process, the authors held several meetings where codes and their connections 

were discussed until consensus was reached. To ensure that the emerging categories and 

themes fitted the situations explored, we went back and forth between contextualization, data 

analysis, and memo-writing (192).  

4.6 Ethical considerations 

Ethical approval for this study was granted by the Norwegian Centre for Research Data 

(NSD) Nr: 60322. This research study concerns the negative aspects of care given to 

individuals who are vulnerable due to old age, functional problems, and dependence upon 

professional care. In addition to general ethical considerations when research involves 



individuals, particular care was taken in this study to avoid any discomforting pressure to 

participate. After each interview, we offered participants a summary, and the researchers provided 

information about the opportunity to talk about their thoughts and feelings if any had experienced the 

interview situation as difficult. The research team comprised individuals with professional 

backgrounds and experience in service delivery and, thereby, were well-informed and capable 

of assessing difficult situations. Each participant signed a written consent form after receiving 

oral and written information about the study. All identifiable characteristics are excluded 

from the presentation of data to ensure the anonymity of all individuals.



5.0 Results and summary of the papers 

In this section, the main results of the three papers are presented. Methods and material used 

in each paper have been presented previously in the methods section.  

Paper 1 

Elder abuse and neglect: An overlooked patient-safety issue  A focus group study of 

 

neglect. We included 28 nursing home leaders in the role as care managers. Their perceptions 

of different situations, such as resident-to-resident aggression, relative-to-resident abuse, and 

staff-to-resident abuse, were explored. However, during the first interview, we experienced 

that participants were not familiar with the topic of elder abuse. To explore the topic in the 

ensuing interviews, we gave the participants keywords from the categorization of abuse (e.g., 

abuse can be described as physical, psychological, sexual, financial, or as neglect). 

A summary of the forms of harmful situations reported by 

participants is presented in Table 4.  

Table 4 Examples of forms of abuse as described by care managers 

 

 

 



 Three main categories are 

described in the findings: Abuse from co-residents  

Abuse from relatives  and Abuse from direct care staff  

  

 

Related to resident-to-resident aggression, findings reveal that aggression between nursing 

home residents was so common that the leaders participating in this study perceived it as a 

aggressive behaviors, and several added that the risk of harm caused by resident-to-resident 

aggression was something residents must accept when living in a nursing home, which 

demonstrates the normalization of resident-to-resident aggression. Moreover, this shows a 

lack of accountability for the complexity of aggressive behaviors and the responsibility of the 

organization.

With respect to relative-to-resident abuse, findings demonstrate that care managers viewed 

negative incidents that resulted in harm or distress as private affair between the resident and 

his or her relatives, and that it was difficult to intervene. Similar to resident-to-resident abuse, 

this indicates that care managers place the responsibility for the observed abuse on the 

relationship between the resident and his or her relatives, without accounting for its 

complexity and their own agency in these situations. Although several care managers had 

experience of staff-to-resident abuse within all abuse categories, it was difficult for them to 

admit this, and such incidents were viewe

were mostly interested in talking about resident-to-staff aggression, which they emphasized 

was a problem in their nursing homes. Unprovoked or intentional abuse directed toward a 

resident, therefore, is unthinkable with this justification and their trust in the staff.  



Paper 2  

and neglect: A qualitative study 

 

The aim of this study was to explore factors that influence reporting adverse events related to 

elder abuse and neglect in nursing homes from the perspective of nursing home leaders. This 

study included participants from two levels of leadership, namely 15 nursing home directors 

and 28 care managers. Both nursing home directors and care managers perceived that elder 

abuse and neglect in their nursing homes were underreported due to difficulties obtaining 

information from the staff through the formal adverse-event reporting system. At the same 

time, participants described a variety of ways to obtain information. They referred to formal 

reports such as written complaints and a computerized adverse-event reporting system. They 

said that they also obtained information about adverse events by reading the nursing notes in 

the electronic patient record system. In addition, participants described informal ways of 

obtaining information and reports of abuse in the nursing home, with care managers receiving 

verbal information from staff and nursing home directors receiving verbal information from 

the care managers when present in the ward. We found differences between nursing home 

magnitude and nature of formal reports of adverse events related to abuse in the nursing 

home, where nursing home directors had a more positive view of the formal reporting system. 

An overview of the ways of reporting abuse is presented in Figure 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Figure 2 Formal and informal reporting systems 

 

 

 

Three main categories of influencing factors were identified: Organization structural factors 

influence what information is communicated about abuse and neglect in the nursing home 

were factors at the organizational and structural levels that the leaders perceived as affecting 

reports of abuse and neglect. Cultural factors were another theme that emerged from our 

 and 

perceived as affecting reports of abuse. Abuse severity factors comprised the third theme that 

 



Paper 3  

React and act: A qualitative study of how nursing home leaders follow up on staff-to-

resident abuse  

 

The aim of this study was to explore how nursing home leaders follow up on reports and 

information regarding staff-to-resident abuse. This study included participants from two 

levels of leadership, namely 15 nursing home directors and 28 care managers. 

and care managers described measures that were taken on an 

individual, group, and organizational level. An ambiguity emerged from the nursing home 

 of follow-up measures. On one hand, nursing home leaders indicated their 

intention to follow up incidents of harm or distress to residents. On the other hand, they found 

it difficult to define harm stemming from abuse and expressed feeling powerless in regard to 

being able to follow up on all levels. An additional finding was that they lacked effective 

tools for evaluating the measures taken, and this influenced how and what leaders actually 

acted upon.  

 

The findings reveal that nursing home leaders followed up incidents of staff-to-resident abuse 

on three different levels (Fig. 3). First, on an individual level, participants described staff-to-

resident abuse as related primarily to individual characteristics of certain staff members. For 

example, they stated that some staff members had personalities and/or attitudes that were 

unsuitable for working with older people in a nursing home. Other factors mentioned as 

stress, and burnout. Both care managers and nursing home directors expressed that they did 

not want information or reports from staff in relation to patient abuse or neglect to be 

anonymous because they needed to know the name of the person to whom they should speak. 

ed as ways that the participants followed up on information and reports of 



incidents or potential incidents of abuse at the individual level. Second, on a group level, 

participants stated that caring for residents with dementia and aggressive behaviors was a 

daily challenge for all staff, especially in regard to residents who resisted care. Therefore, the 

leaders felt they had to intervene not only for individual staff members but also at a group 

level. Participants discussed how to define elder abuse and said that the organizational culture 

 were ways the leaders chose to follow up information 

and reports of incidents or potential incidents of abuse on a group level. Third, on an 

organizational level, both care managers and nursing home directors linked abuse to 

organizational factors such as lack of staff with formal education and knowledge about caring 

for residents with dementia. Here, care managers and nursing home directors had different 

perceptions of whether inadequate staffing was a factor related to the incidence of abuse in 

nursing homes. The sub-

d as ways the participants follow up on information and reports of 

incidents or potential incidents of abuse at an organizational level.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Fig. 3 Follow-up on reports and information about abuse and neglect by nursing home leaders 
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6.0 Discussion 

In this section, the main results of papers 1 3 will be discussed by setting the results in the 

context of other research projects and in relation to theories from complexity science, patient 

al considerations will be 

discussed. Finally, a conclusion with implications for practice and suggestions for future 

research will be outlined.  

6.1 Discussion of the findings 

The discussion is divided into three sections. The first is a discussion of internal and external 

demands affecting safety issues such as abuse and neglect. Next, leadership strategies and 

adjustments aimed to meet internal and external demands in complex organizations are 

considered. The last section considers the ambiguity of describing and detecting elder abuse 

and neglect in nursing homes. A model bringing theory and result together will be presented 

at the end of the discussion.  

 

A core finding in all three papers was a lack of awareness about the concept of elder abuse. 

Keywords from the categorization of abuse helped the participants to reflect upon the topic, 

and

. 

This 



usefulness 

of the formal reporting system, where nursing home directors had a more positive view. In 

addition, we found a  in their beliefs about the root cause 

of elder abuse felt powerlessness we found with care 

managers in regard to not being able to follow up on all levels. Moreover, the lack of 

evaluation tools was identified as a barrier for facilitating patient safety and systematic 

can contribute to their 

reliance on a linear person-approach rather than a systematic approach when they follow up 

on abuse and neglect within the nursing home context.  

 

6.1.1 Internal and external demands affecting safety issues such as abuse and neglect 

Internal and external demands can be understood as latent determinants affecting how abuse 

is detected, reported, and managed in nursing homes. To implement strategies to prevent 

elder abuse, knowledge about the context of the nursing homes and how demands affect 

studies, reports, and white papers have highlighted the importance of leadership in securing 

quality of care to residents in nursing homes (19, 38, 186, 193, 194). At the same time, 

translating and implementing such evidence-based research into practice has been pointed out 

as challenging (195, 196). This can be due to the fact that the literature says little about how 

contextual factors influence successful quality and safety implementations in nursing homes 

(136, 197). Even though patient-safety research has revealed numerous quality and safety 

challenges in nursing homes (136, 137), there is still little research related to safety 

challenges in this context compared to hospitals (136). Knowledge about these internal and 

external demands as experienced by nursing home leaders is important for understanding the 

contextual factors that affect abuse and neglect. Our 



 

 

our findings showed that, it is common for residents to have complex care 

needs and to display aggressive behaviors, which was described as a factor affecting both 

staff-to-resident abuse and resident-to-resident aggression. It is worth mentioning that 

residents in nursing homes often have complex care needs, dementia or other forms of 

cognitive impairment (45), display challenging behavior (198), and most require care and 

assistance in the activities of daily living. Aggressive behavior in residents has also been 

found to be a determinant of abuse in other studies (81, 89, 98). Based on a biopsychosocial 

approach, aggressive behavior in residents can be understood as an event resulting from 

complex interactions between biological, psychological and social factors (59, 199). This 

means that aggressive behavior is multifactorial and complex and can be described as a 

(164, 166), which reveals a need for a broad biopsychosocial approach to 

meet needs. Both national and international guidelines also recommend non-

pharmacological interventions based on person-centered care for addressing aggressive 

behaviors in nursing home residents (60, 200). A Norwegian model called the Targeted 

Interdisciplinary Model for Evaluation and Treatment of Neuropsychiatric Symptoms 

(TIME), with a holistic biopsychosocial approach and a person-centered care framework, has 

shown significant between-group differences in the reduction of aggression in residents in 

favor of the TIME interventions (194, 199). The consistent implementation of models that 

have been found to reduce aggressive behaviors could be an important tool for leaders aiming 

to prevent and reduce abuse in nursing homes. 

 

Related to staff determinants, the leaders in our study stated that abuse by staff was 

unthinkable. At the same time, if abuse and neglect occurred, they related the events mainly 

to personality, attitude, personal problems, a lack of knowledge, a lack of ability to 

communicate in Norwegian, and stress or burnout in individual staff members. Stress or 

burnout has also been identified as a determinant of abuse and neglect in other studies (81, 

95). 

level of staffing (81, 201) and a lack of coping strategies for working with residents who 



exhibit aggressive behaviors (81). 

stated by the leaders to affect the interpersonal relationships between staff and residents. 

Prevalence surveys measuring staff-to-resident abuse in nursing homes have also found that 

staff who had experienced conflicts with residents were more likely to commit abuse (81, 96). 

Conflict here is defined as aggression from residents toward staff in a given situation. The 

most frequent conflict reported in staff surveys is managing a resident who is unwilling to 

undress (81).  

 

However, in institutions, regulations and rules influence times for activities and tasks such as 

undressing. A task-oriented care culture focuses on getting the job done in a way that 

supports the insti

a culture can indicate that staff are under pressure and influenced by the need to adhere to 

healthcare policies that mandate efficiency and cost-savings (26, 121). According to 

complexity theory, people in complex systems will attempt to adapt to internal and external 

demands through self-organization (19, 20); this adaptation can have both positive and 

negative consequences (163). The negative consequences of adaptation are seen when an 

abnormal culture becomes normal, for example, by accepting the use of physical and/or 

chemical restraints, rough handling during care, or arguing with a resident to complete a task 

such as undressing (43). This abnormal culture will normalize abusive behavior and, hence, 

staff do not report it (43). However, by recognizing this form of negative self-organization, 

leaders can begin to influence the culture to facilitate better outcomes (19, 20).  

 

An additional factor in our findings, related to the culture, was the loyalty that staff have to 

each other, which negatively affected the reporting of abuse and neglect. Loyalty among staff 

has also been identified as a barrier for reporting patient-safety incidents in other studies (28, 

37). However, none of those studies have included the perspectives of nursing home leaders. 

Our findings show that nursing home leaders wanted to identify the individual staff member 

involved in a situation described in an adverse-event report in order to know who to talk to 

when following up. The loyalty that leaders experience among staff can be an adaptive 

strategy to the lack of anonymous incident reporting. According to international 



recommendations, anonymous adverse-event reports are important because they prevent a 

(31). 

 

At the organizational level, care managers in our study stated that inadequate staffing was a 

contributing factor to staff-to-resident abuse and resident-to-resident aggression. On the other 

hand, nursing home directors pointed to insufficient prioritizing of tasks. Previous research 

has also found that inadequate staffing in terms of education, numbers, and high turnover 

were risk factors for elder abuse in nursing homes (7, 21, 81). None of these studies included 

the perceptions of both care managers and nursing home directors which represents a 

limitation. Another organizational factor identified in our study was a lack of procedure and 

routine related to which incidents that should be reported as abuse and where to report them  

in the adverse-event reporting system, in the nursing notes, or to the head of personnel 

services. Without a clear taxonomy of events defined as abuse and neglect, perceptions and 

understandings of what may endanger patient safety might differ from one nursing home to 

(42, 202).  

 

A difference was found between the care managers and the nursing home directors in their 

perceptions of the usefulness of the formal repo

view of the adverse-event reporting system from the nursing home directors than from the 

care managers. This finding is in line with findings of other studies that have found that top 

leaders have a more positive view of patient safety than other members of the organization 

(134, 135). This is interesting in relation to the fact that nursing home directors in our study 

reframe low levels of staffing as being about lack of correct prioritizing from staff. Hence, if 

the problem is not defined as a problem, the situation will be perceived as more positive.     

 

Among external factors, our findings indicate that leaders are under the influence of 

healthcare policies that mandate efficacy and cost-savings, such as a nursing home director 

pointing out that the budget needs to be in balance. In addition, the participants in our study 

stated that, when nursing home leaders investigate reports and information, they sometimes 

 indicate that nursing home leaders are 

influenced by attitudes of ageism. Certain behaviors such as abuse or discounting the stories 



of people with dementia and failing to notice a lack of adequate staffing in elder care seem to 

be justified and influenced by attitudes toward ageing in society (118). Patient-safety research 

has recognized that these roles, such as leadership, are critical to the safety and quality of 

patient care (38, 163), and the strategies and adjustments leaders apply to meet internal and 

external demands have consequences for patient safety and quality of care outcomes (19, 38). 

 

6.1.2 Leadership strategies and adjustments in complex organizations 

Leadership practice is described as a tool to alter organizational strategies to change and to 

adapt to external and internal demands (19, 180). 

a patient-safety culture (38). It has been argued that successful leaders are those who change 

how people relate to one another (19) and, thereby, change the self-organization and care 

culture within the nursing home. 

 

Nursing home leaders in our study 

tudies on abuse in 

nursing homes have also found psychological abuse and neglect to have the highest 

prevalence (6, 81). To effectively investigate and follow up on these incidents, leaders need 

comprehensive information (203). However, our findings demonstrate the difficulty of 

obtaining information from the formal reporting system. Because of that, nursing home 

leaders adjust and find other ways to obtain information, such as by reading the nursing notes 

in the electronic patient-record system or being present in the ward. This can be perceived as 

an important strategy for increasing the information flow and upholding connections within 

the organization. Previous research has also found associations between how leaders 

communicate with and listen to their staff and a low level of staff turnover (184). A study by 

Anderson et al, (19) explored the relationship between leadership practice and resident 

outcomes. Their findings showed that a relation-oriented leadership practice, including 

allowing for openness, greater communication, and participation from all stakeholders in the 

organization, contributes to better resident outcomes, such as reduced use of restraints and 

immobility. However, our findings demonstrate that the many competing priorities in the 



present and facilitating openness, information flow, and connection to the staff as much as 

they wished.  

 

Moreover, our findings revealed that, when incidents of abuse or neglect occurred, nursing 

home leaders linked these incidents mainly to the individual characteristics of the staff 

members involved. However, staff-to-resident abuse is a complex multifactorial problem (11, 

27). Moving a staff member to another nursing home, which was the reaction of some 

nursing home leaders to incidents of elder abuse, can be described as a linear solution that 

does not alter the complexity of the situation or any other internal or external factors within 

the organization and the culture. This can be described as an example of single-loop learning, 

where the aim is to just  single-loop learning does not capture the 

underlying condition leading to the incident that has occurred (159). Hence, neither the 

individual staff member nor the organization will learn in the long term. 

 

For long-term learning and to prevent incidents such as abuse or neglect, an organization has 

to undertake what described as double-loop learning (161). When using 

double-loop learning, people in the organization start to question the underlying norms, 

assumptions, and organizational factors that could be determinants of the incident (153, 159, 

161). Previous research has also found that, through reflection of adverse events, long-held 

assumptions that form socially accepted behavior within a culture can be challenged and 

changed by questioning existing processes and procedures (153, 204, 205). An empirical 

finding from the use of the TIME model is that, through systematic reflection, staff caring for 

residents with aggressive behaviors enhanced their coping and learning skills (164, 194). 

However, although nursing home leaders in our study point to reflection and feedback as 

important, they also describe difficulties facilitating these forms of learning. 

 

Both nursing home directors and care managers mentioned a lack of evaluation tools to 

determine whether reflection is the best way to follow up and develop the organizational 

culture and, thereby, prevent abuse and neglect in nursing homes. It can be questioned if the 

evaluation tools is related to the disciplinary process of power that exists in 

the society (26), and due to that, if reflection involves increased use of resources there is a 



need to document the effect when the leaders are examined about their budget. This can be 

connected to the fact that another barrier to reflection identified in this study was a shortage 

responsibilities to monitor the overall 

quality and safety of resident care and to establish a culture of openness where events are 

reported, openly discussed, and analyzed. These guidelines also point out that the follow-up 

should include an evaluation of the measures taken in response to an incident (53), yet our 

findings demonstrate a discrepancy between the strategies pointed out in the guidelines and 

what leaders actually do. 

 

6.1.3 The ambiguity of describing and detecting elder abuse and neglect in nursing homes 

Preventing safety issues, such as abuse and neglect, is connected to the ability to detect and 

describe such situations (80). Our findings revealed that even though nursing home leaders 

can cite examples of harmful situations, an ambiguity exists as the nursing home leaders also 

try to reframe these situations. A was described as a strong term and perceived 

good. At the same time, if situations did occur, nursing home leaders mainly linked them to 

individual factors in staff members. The nursing home leaders try to reframe staff-to-resident 

abuse to focus on the verbal and physical aggression they commonly witness from nursing 

home residents toward staff. This might raise the question of whether the nursing home 

leaders reframe abuse into picturing the staff as victims. In a cultural understanding of staff as 

victims, unprovoked or intentional abuse toward a resident can be unthinkable, justified by 

the trust the leaders have in the staff members. (10, 80).  

 

Furthermore, we found that residents who exhibited aggressive behavior that affected co-

s worth noting 

that, in the resident-to-resident aggression, both residents can suffer harm. Due to that, 

aggressive behavior among nursing home residents is a complex and multifactorial problem 

(194), where causes, in addition to changes in the brain due to dementia, can be related to, for 

example, unmet needs, an acute medical condition, pain, over- or under-stimulation, and a 

lack of knowledge, notice, and communication on the part of the caregiver (59). Nursing 



-to-resident aggression as normal puts residents at risk 

and represents a failure to deliver much-needed care to both residents.  

 

Residents in nursing homes are placed at further risk since relatives with abusive behaviors 

due to difficulties of intervention. Elder abuse in nursing homes perpetrated by relatives has 

been explored only in a study from the Czech Republic (7). At the same time, another study 

explored family and staff interactions and communication difficulties related to residents who 

resist care (206). Some of the findings within these studies can be related to our findings, 

such as a perception of relatives having unrealistic expectations and distrust in the nursing 

 

 

The 

. Inadequate 

resources 

demands for improved outcomes put intense pressure on nursing home leaders (20, 207).  

People in complex systems will attempt to make sense of tasks and orders by adapting to 

internal and external demands (19, 20). 

 Nursing home 

leaders constitute the institution and render the system feasible while, at the same time, they 

also believe that this is the source of their feelings of powerlessness. The question is, then, 

are they really powerless? It is possible that nursing home directors respond to demands for 

efficiency and cost-savings by placing the responsibility for preventing abuse on staff 

members and attributing it to their individual prioritizing instead of using their power to 

correct systemic defects. In contrast, the care managers generally have less power than 

nursing home directors, which may result in a feeling of powerlessness when it comes to 



correcting system defects. This will, in turn, lead to the normalization of insufficient 

resources in the nursing home sector (26).  

 

The results of this study revealed the possibility that, even if leaders are aware of abuse and 

neglect involving co-residents, relatives, and staff members, few of these incidents are 

actually reported to the health authorities. This may indicate that the severity of abuse and 

neglect in the nursing home context is minimized and overlooked by nursing home leaders. 

At the same time, this might align with findings of previous studies that explored abuse from 

the staff perspective. The review identified a wide range of abusive behaviors but little 

common understanding of what constitutes elder abuse in nursing homes (22). The difficulty 

described in the literature related to defining elder abuse and its determinants may reflect the 

reality, namely that, at its core, elder abuse is hard to predict, difficult to define, and often a 

symptom of another set of problems, all of which indicate that abuse is, indeed, a wicked 

problem. In the literature, abuse in nursing homes has also been conceptualized as a specific 

form of institutional abuse (24) and a setting in which abuse and neglect take place (7). It 

could be that The term 

institutional abuse includes a more systemic view of abuse in nursing homes and less 

staff-to-resident abuse should not be used, 

and hence, institutional abuse should be used when we refer to mistreatment in nursing 

homes. There is a tendency in healthcare organizations to treat patient-safety issues as 

failings on the part of individual staff members (38, 144). In contrast, a system-based 

approach focuses on the idea that most patient-safety problems reflect predictable human 

failings in the context of poorly designed systems (144, 209) 

6.1.4 Bringing the results together The leadership adjustment model to elder abuse in a 

complex system 

from complexity science with elements from the theory of power and control, organizational 

learning, and patient-safety research. However, it should be stated that a model itself is a 

reduction of the complexity in reality and leads to a loss of information of the whole system 



(20). Yet division and reduction into models are, nevertheless, necessary in order to gain an 

overview of the phenomenon being studied or described (20, 159). In real life, each of the 

factors within the model will interact with the others in a pattern that is not always 

predictable. 

 

 

 

a) 

increasing information flow, including both internal and external information; (b) adding 

more connections among people; and (c) promoting the development of greater diversity in 

cognitive schemes (159). 

 

 



Fig. 4 The leadership adjustment model to elder abuse in a complex system 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



6.2 Methodological considerations 

There are several methodological considerations related to how the method we have used 

may have influenced the results and interpretation of the findings presented. Methodological 

concern will be reflected upon and connected to validity, reliability, and transferability (210). 

Validity and reliability are also referred to as trustworthiness, credibility, dependability, and 

confirmability. Transferability is used instead of generalization, which refers to judging 

whether the findings are relevant to similar settings (210).  

 

According to Patton (188), the credibility of an empirical study depends on both a rigorous 

data-collection method and data analysis, in addition to the credibility and reflexivity of the 

researchers. To make certain that the results are trustworthy, we took several steps to ensure 

transparency and to reflect upon any assumptions and perceptions that we as researchers 

might have brought to the research that could affect the outcome (210). Three of the 

researchers have experience as care managers, but none of us have experience as nursing 

home directors. Our experience as care managers may have influenced what we asked about 

and how we perceived what we heard. This could have threatened the trustworthiness of the 

findings. At the same time, our experiences may have made it possible to ask follow-up 

questions that may not have been possible without that background knowledge of the context. 

In order to enhance the trustworthiness of the findings, two researchers were present at all 

focus group interviews, and the whole research team was involved in the analyses of data.  

 

The criteria used for recruiting, including, and excluding participants for interviews are 

important to determine the studies The selection of the 

municipalities can be described as a convenience sample recruited by sending e-mails to 

healthcare managers in 11 municipalities from the middle to the south of Norway (188). 

Healthcare managers from six municipalities accepted the invitation. The choice of including 

municipalities from the middle to the south of Norway was made because of resources and to 

minimize travel time and costs for the research team but, at the same time, to strive for a 

representative sample of nursing home leaders, including those in urban and rural areas.  

The sampling of nursing home leaders in these six municipalities was done purposely to 

permit understanding of the phenomena of elder abuse and of leadership in depth. The aim 



was to gain information-rich cases that could bring to light matters of importance (188). But, 

at the same time, each municipality and its nursing home leaders were recruited using a 

stepwise approach, as we sought to acquire a theoretical sampling until saturation of data was 

achieved. There is a need for methodological awareness including the search for deviating 

cases in qualitative research (188). Care managers for focus group interviews and nursing 

home directors for individual interviews were included based on a perception of saturation of 

the meaning of the data. We found that, after the fifth focus group interview and the 

thirteenth individual interview, no new information was generated.  

 

By gathering information from the perspectives of two levels of leadership, the intention of 

the present work was to develop a deeper understanding of how nursing home leaders 

promote safety for their residents and prevent elder abuse in nursing homes. In our study, the 

care managers were invited to participate in focus group interviews. Focus group interviews 

are especially useful for studying group experiences (187). The group dynamics allow the 

questions asked to be discussed from several points of view, and the dynamic can create new 

perspectives and opinions during the discussion. 

studied as a shared meaning in a culture, recognizing that each person brings to bear the 

understanding held by colleagues, friends, family, or members of the groups to which he or 

she belongs (211). Through discussion and responding to questions posed in focus groups, 

participants can generate new knowledge as a group that can affect individual learning and 

beliefs (188). However, focus group interviews can also be dominated by participants who 

attempt to decide on the agenda or who may withhold information to avoid creating friction 

in the group. In this manner, a weakness of focus groups is that they may develop consensus 

(187). But based on our observations, we believe that these situations were not occurring in 

our six focus group interviews. Two researchers were present in each focus group interview, 

which enhanced trustworthiness. Since the questions and topics, we aimed to address during 

the interviews were related to negative aspects of care, we were aware that these could be 

challenging in a group setting. However

based on their roles as leaders, where a group discussion can be beneficial.  

The nursing home directors were invited to participate in individual interviews since there are 

few nursing home directors in each municipality and gathering them for focus group 



interviews was difficult. These interviews were all conducted by one researcher. In individual 

interviews, the discussion and reflection that emerge in a group setting will be missing. 

Which can create a difference of the data that arise between focus group interviews and 

individual interviews. Hence, the use of two data collection methods could be a limitation. 

But we viewed the advantages of including two level of leadership, using both data collection 

methods to be greater than the disadvantages. Both methods are suitable for exploring 

non (188). Including both care managers and 

nursing home director

leadership levels and how, together, they affect the quality of care and patient safety in 

nursing homes. 

 

The dependability and confirmability of the findings are strengthened by rigor in the 

analyses. The transcripts of all interviews were coded by two independent researchers, which 

generated similar codes and themes, increasing the trustworthiness of the findings. The 

findings were discussed with the research team, which comprised researchers from two 

different countries and with broad research experience. This discussion lead to different 

viewpoints during the data coding and strengthened the consistency and dependability of the 

findings. Discussing findings with different researchers adds confidence in the consistency of 

the analysis. Transferability is linked to the context in which the research was conducted and 

the target group or readers of the research (188, 210). For readers to decide whether or not the 

findings are relevant and can be applied to their situations, a contextual description is 

necessary (188). Transferability of the present research to a general account of nursing home 

how they follow up reports of abuse is testable only by attending to further information about 

this receiving context (188).  

6.3 Conclusion and implications for practice 

National and international reports and white papers have highlighted the importance of 

leadership to promote high-quality care and patient safety (38, 64). This thesis reveals in-

depth information about key factors of the role of leadership in promoting safety for nursing 



their experiences related to barriers and enablers to reporting abuse, and how they follow up 

to explain the complex work of nursing home leaders. Further research and development of 

practice should recognize that nursing homes leaders perform their role in complex adaptive 

systems. It should also be acknowledged that there is a gap between leadership as wanted, 

according to national and international white papers, and leadership as performed due to 

adaptations and adjustments to internal and external demands. Strategies used by the nursing 

home leaders to influence the care culture and self-organization, and to put in place measures 

on all levels in the nursing home organization are affected by lack of evaluation tools and a 

felt powerlessness. Thus, there is a need to evaluate whether the strategies and measures 

being used are effective.  

 

In addition, there is a necessity to clarify the term elder abuse in the context of nursing 

individual than the term staff-to-resident abuse. In its present form, the Norwegian adverse-

event reporting system is not designed to detect abuse and neglect. Also needed is a clear 

taxonomy that defines what to report regarding abuse and neglect. Nursing home leaders 

must be given clarification about how they should follow up incidents of elder abuse on 

different levels in the organization and about their roles in its prevention. They also need 

evaluation tools to facilitate systematic organizational learning. Moreover, nursing homes 

must operate as open, blame-free cultures that acknowledge that incidents of elder abuse in 

patient care arise not only from the actions of individuals but also from the complex everyday 

life of which they are a part and in which they operate.  

 

6.4 Areas for future research 

Elder abuse, patient safety, and leadership are complex multifactorial concepts. The scope of 

this thesis and the three papers has determined what is presented and, thereby, provides only 

parts of the total picture. Therefore, there will be aspects of these phenomena that have not 

been possible to present in this thesis but that should be further studied. Important topics 

associated with elder abuse could include leadership type and style in relation to how the 



leadership is performed and the nursing home context with organizational routines and 

procedures, staffing and environment, internal culture, and external leadership culture. 

Additionally, a broader inclusion of interventions designed to prevent aggressive behaviors of 

nursing home residents toward staff and how this influences interpersonal relationships 

experiences related to positive aspects of care and what they perceive is needed to do more of 

what is working well could be an interesting safety focus. Intervention studies to explore 

different leadership strategies and their effects on self-organization and resident outcomes in 

complex organizations are also needed. Exploring these issues in relation to organizational 

theory, complexity science, and dementia-care research could provide a broader picture of the 

role of leadership in promoting safety and preventing elder abuse among nursing home 

residents.  

 

Exploring and comparing the experiences of nursing home staff, residents, and relatives to 

valuable findings. A relevant research design might entail a survey of nursing home leaders 

to verify the finding of this study in relation to the factors discussed above. Another 

methodological approach could be participatory action research with the aim of strengthening 

The 

differences between care managers and nursing home directors regarding perceptions of 

patient safety should also be further explored.  
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